Find One. Refer One. **Win Big!**

**YOU are the greatest testimony to the value of NACM membership.**

Starting February 26, 2015, you will have the chance to win big!

**GRAND PRIZE**

One lucky winner will win a trip to the 2016 NACM Annual Conference. This will include airfare for one, registration to the NACM Annual Conference for one, a 4-night stay at the conference hotel and a $100 gift card to be used for food while in Pittsburgh.

By encouraging your colleagues to join NACM, you will be helping to:

- Expand the network of committed court management professionals;
- Strengthen NACM’s voice through increased membership;
- Increase the accessibility to member experts.

**How it Works**

**Find One.** Refer a colleague or associate for NACM membership between February 26, 2015 – July 1, 2015*.

**Refer One.** Have your referral join NACM and list your name in the “Member Referral” field.

**Win Big!** To be entered into the grand prize raffle, you must refer at least three potential members, who follow through and join NACM. For every one referral, you will be entered in for the chance to win the runner-up prize. For more chances to win, refer even more members!

*Promotion ends July 1, 2015.*

View the complete contest rules and regulations at [www.nacmnet.org](http://www.nacmnet.org).

Questions? Contact Association Services at [nacm@nacmnet.org](mailto:nacm@nacmnet.org). To join, visit the [Join Us](http://www.nacmnet.org) page.

*Any first-time membership is applicable.*

**GRAND PRIZE**

One lucky winner will win a trip to the 2016 NACM Annual Conference. This will include airfare for one, registration to the NACM Annual Conference, a 4-night stay at the conference hotel and a $100 gift card to be used for food while in Pittsburgh.

**Runner-Up Prize**

Complimentary registration for the 2016 NACM Midyear Conference in Mobile, Alabama.
Find One. Refer One. Win Big!

Rules and Regulations

1. All NACM members in good standing are eligible to win with the exception of NACM Officers and Directors (hereinafter “Contestants”). All prize winners must have paid dues in full by July 1, 2015.

2. When referring a new member, no new member categories are excluded.

3. All Contestants who recruit three new NACM members will be entered into the grand prize drawing. To be eligible, the new member must select “Member Referral” in the “How did you hear about NACM” section and must put Contestant’s name on the line associated with that choice on the printable or online Application for Membership, as the case may be. All applications must be submitted by 5pm Eastern Time on July 1, 2015. Entries that are late, lost, illegible, or incomplete, or are otherwise not in compliance with these Rules and Regulations will be disqualified.

4. For every three people recruited, an additional entry will be entered towards the Grand Prize Drawing.

5. If the new member accidentally does not include Contestant’s name, the new member will need to contact NACM in writing to request Contestant’s name be added to his/her application.

6. The contest period is February 26, 2015 through July 1, 2015.

7. Contestant agrees that the decisions and rules outlined by NACM are final and may not be challenged.

8. Contestant releases and holds harmless NACM or its Directors, Officers, employees, contracted service providers and agents from any injury, loss, damage, or liability of any kind arising from or in connection to this campaign or acceptance or use of any prize won.

9. PRIZE: Two (2) prizes will be drawn with one (1) as the Grand Prize. The Grand Prize winner will receive complimentary hotel accommodations for a maximum of four (4) days, airfare for one (1) person (maximum cost of $400) round-trip to the NACM Annual Conference in Pittsburgh, PA, complimentary registration to the 2016 NACM Annual Conference in Pittsburgh, PA and a $100 gift card intended for the purchase of food during the conference. All arrangements for travel and accommodations will be coordinated through NACM, or its designee.

10. The drawing will be held on Thursday, July 16, 2015 at the 2015 NACM Annual Conference in Louisville, KY. The drawing will be done by a NACM Officer and winners will be posted on www.nacmnet.org and NACM social media outlets. Contestants may only receive one of the prizes.

11. Acceptance of a prize constitutes permission for NACM to use Contestants’ name and likeness for advertising, promotional, and other purposes without additional compensation unless prohibited by law.

12. The prize cash value will be reported to the IRS and any other applicable taxing authorities by NACM. Any applicable taxes are the obligation of the winner. In order to accept a prize, Contestant must supply NACM with a completed W-9 form.

13. The Grand Prize may not be resold or redeemed for cash or other credit. It is not transferable. If Contestant cannot or will not accept the prize, then the prize will be forfeited and/or awarded to an alternate Contestant.

14. Any disputes hereunder will be decided by the President of NACM at his/her sole discretion, and any such decision is final. The laws of the Commonwealth of Virginia apply to this program.
15. No purchase necessary to enter or win. Void where prohibited. This offer may not be combined with any other offer.

16. Winners List: The list of winners will be posted on www.nacmnet.org as well as NACM social media outlets after July 16, 2015.

Questions?

Contact Association Services at nacm@nacmnet.org